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MURMANSK USSR the
poetess oktyabrina voronovavoronkovaVoro nova died last
summer inin the village of lovozeroLovozero in
the murmanskMurmansk region where the
saaminaami population numbers less than
2000 people she was the only saaminaami
woman writing in her native tongue

voronovasVoronovas verses in saaminaami can be
found only in manuscripts the printed
versions have appeared in a russian
translation it isis only now that her
book inin saaminaami isis being prepared for
the press

but the events connected with this
publication would have certainly sur-
prised the poetess

the development of the native
language any cultures most impor-
tant element has not been encouraged
among the soviet saaminaami unlike the
related areas inin scandinavia and it isis
still restricted to oral folklore

in the USSR written saaminaami isis based
on the cyrillic alphabet certain dif-
ferencesferences with the russian alphabet the
ensuing printing obstacles and
bureaucrats indifference toward the
ethnic minorities problems have for
a long time undermined the issues of
saaminaami books

today the saaminaami people do not
have a single edition for reading they
do not use the written language As to
those who speak saaminaami they are
gradually passing away

there have been numerous attempts
to introduce a live saaminaami language into
the USSR the 30s saw the ap-
pearancepe arance of the ABC book based on
latin print but the russifiedrussifierRussi fied saaminaami
failed to master it

in 1979 lovozeroLovozero school teacher

alexandra antonova compiled a text-
book on the basis of the russian
alphabet and the saaminaami first graders
began to study their native tongue

in 1988 the murmanskMurmansk extreme
north urgiancurgian linguistic sector of the
institute of linguistic studies soviet
academy of sciences decided against
using AntorioantonovasantoriovasAnto novasvas textbook because it
lacked several phonemes

the group led by sector chief rim-
ma kunich perfected the alphabet and
recommended it for use in schools but
the new textbook proved too com-
plicated for saaminaami children for whom
russian was already a native tongue

saaminaami language teachers split into
two conflicting camps

the desire to uphold its position
forced the kuruchkaruch group to write
within 10 months a whole series of
aids including two manuals for first
and second graders and several books
for tutors

they are based on the principles of
teaching the saaminaami language as a
foreign one in their view it is the only
wwayay to prevent the saaminaami languages
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full disappearance
since sept 1 saaminaami children have

been studying with the new textbook
but new problems have appeared
some teachers do not recognize the
altered alphabet

the confrontation between the dif-
ferent linguistic concepts may now
lead to unjustified losses there is
already stong evidence of this ad-
vocates of the renewed alphabet have
applied to the local legal authorities to
prohibit the murmanskMurmansk cultural foun

dation from publishing voronovasVoro novas
poetry on the basis of the former
alphabet

the poetess is in no position to set-
tle this conflict to say nothing of the
fact that when composing her book
of verse life she must have hoped
to encourage national revival among
saaminaami youth rather than instigating
legal proceedings

the saaminaami minority will have to live
through another linguistic experiment
but will saaminaami culture stand it


